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Spring Commencement 
University of Northern Iowa 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
May 5, 1984 
May 5, 1984 
University of Northern Iowa 
Commencement 
The UNI-Dome 
Constantine W. Curris, Ed .D. 
President of the University 
presiding 
Judith F. Harrington, M.A. 
Assistant Professor of Speech Pathology 
Commencement Marshal 
2:00 p.m. 
PRELUDE CONCERT . . ...... .. .. ... . . . . . . . ... . . .. UNI Wind Symphony 
Ronald Johnson 
Conductor 
PROCESSIONAL UNI Wind Symphony 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
The President's Party 
The Commencement Marshal 
The President 
Members of the State Board of Regents 
Platform Guests 
Officers of the University 
The Faculty 
The Heads of the Departments 
Members of the Faculty 
The Alumni Class of 1934 
Candidates for Degrees 
Candidates from the Graduate College 
Candidates from the School of Business 
Candidates from Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Candidates from the College of Education 
Candidates from the College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Candidates from the College of Natural Sciences 
Candidates from the College of Social & Behavioral Sciences 
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM .. . . . . . . .. ...... . . .. ... UNI Wind Symphony 
INVOCATION . .. . . . .... . .......... . ..... . ... Reverend Robert Galloway 
Associate Pastor, Wesley Foundation 
RECOGNITION AND AWARD OF HONORS . .. .. James G. Martin, Ph .D. 
Vice President and Provost 
STUDENT ADDRESS . ........ .. .. .. . . .... .. .......... . Elizabe th Robst 
Candidate in English 
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES 
University Continuing Education & 
Special Programs . .. .. . . .... . ... ... . . . ...... Glenn L. Hansen , Ph.D. 
Dean 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
School of Business ............................. Robert J . Waller, DBA 
Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Education ............................ Fred D. Carver, Ph.D. 
Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts Thomas H. Thompson, Ph.D. 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Bachelor of Music 
Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Natural Sciences Clifford G. Mccollum, Ed.D . 
Dean 
Bachelor of Technology 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences ... . ... Robert E. Morin, Ph.D. 
Dean 
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Arts - Teaching Program 
Graduate College ......................... John Charles Downey, Ph.D. 
Dean 
Master of Business Administration 
Master of Arts in Education 
Master of Arts 
Master of Music 
Specialist in Education 
CONFERRING OF DEGREES* ................. .. ...... President Curris 
ALUMNI INDUCTION ............................ Mr. L.M. (Lee) Miller 
Director of Alumni Services and Development 
BENEDICTION ............................. Reverend Robert Galloway 
Associate Pastor, Wesley Foundation 
CLOSING SELECTIONS .............. . .... .. ..... UNI Wind Symphony 
''Reading of the Candidates Names : Clark K. Elmer, M.A . 
Director of Residence 
Jay Edelnant, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor and Director of Theatre 
Department of Communication & Theatre Arts 
The audience is urged to refrain from cheering or applauding graduates 
as they are individually named. Your enthusiasm is understandable but 
may interfere with the rights of others to hear and will delay the pro-
gram. 
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School of Business 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 
in Particular Areas · 
ACCOUNTING 
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEMENT 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
MANAGEMENT 
MARKETING 
Brian Dean Worth 
Grinnell 
Rebecca Joanne Scott 
Fredericksburg 
Shirley Haines Letz 
Eldora 
Anthony Ray Holland 
Pomeroy 
Lori Lynn Hennings 
Waterloo 
College of Education 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 
in Particular Areas 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION - LOWER 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION - UPPER 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION -
REMEDIAL READING 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION - SPECIAL 
MIDDLE SCHOOL/JUNIOR HIGH 
SCHOOL EDUCATION 
RECREATION 
READING & LANGUAGE ARTS 
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Amy Fae Dowell 
Cedar Falls 
Wendy Mae Whitmer 
Tipton 
LuAnn Marie Bishop 
Lacona 
Paula Joy Struthers 
Wesley 
Deborah Kay Mitschele 
Muscatine 
DeAnn Marie Huinker 
Calmar 
Sonja Elizabeth Trey 
Parkersburg 
Mary Patricia Pannkuk 
Buffalo Center 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious Scholarship 
in Particular Areas 
ART 
BROADCASTING 
ENGLISH 
FRENCH 
GENERAL STUDIES 
MUSIC 
PHILOSOPHY 
RELIGION 
SPANISH 
SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
SPEECH PATHOLOGY 
THEATRE ARTS 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Mary Tegeler Stoner 
Cedar Falls 
Jodee Marie Miller 
Allison 
Thomas E. Mixdorf 
Waterloo 
Kathleen Spratte Wiggins 
Eldridge 
Penny Jean Plautz 
Prophetstown, IL 
Forest Lee Stewart 
Des Moines 
Anthony Steven Gedwillo, II 
Sioux City 
Clark Gunnell Porter 
Waterloo 
Donna Marie Somsky 
Urbandale 
Doreen Reiff-Buelt 
Carroll 
Cynthia Fleshner Barrios 
Cedar Falls 
Karen Marlene Mitchell 
West Des Moines 
Barbara Schepler Slapnicka 
Clinton 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Conspicuous Achievement 
in Particular Areas 
BROADCASTING 
DEBATE & ORATORY 
JOURNALISM 
MUSIC 
THEATRE AR TS 
Michael Wayne Bro 
Exira 
Ted James Wallace 
Ottumwa 
Elizabeth Louise Robst 
Chicago, IL 
Donna Elisabeth Howard 
Cedar Falls 
John Charles Hogan 
Waterloo 
College of Natural Sciences 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Graduates for Meritorious. Scholarship 
in Particular Areas 
BIOLOGY 
CHEMISTRY 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
GEOLOGY 
INDUSTRY 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
PHYSICS 
SCIENCE 
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LeAnn Jensen 
Climbing Hill 
John David Mccann 
Waterloo 
Terry Deane Wellner 
La Porte City 
Todd Melvin Kelly 
Cherokee 
Kathryn Jones Hansen 
Cedar Falls 
DeLon Nyle Schmitt 
Grundy Center 
Lorraine M. Maruth 
Davenport 
Randall Robert Holmes 
Swaledale 
Ann Dea Davis 
Knoxville 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Purple and Old Gold Awards 
Presented to Bachelor Degree Students for Meritorious Scholarship 
in Particular Areas 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
HISTORY 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
PSYCHOLOGY 
SOCIOLOGY 
SOCIAL WORK 
Steven Peter Sorensen 
Cedar Falls 
Jennifer Kay Mark 
Indianola 
Jean Lynn Coleman 
Chelsea 
Marian Laverne Rueter 
Lake View 
Lynnette Roberts Harter 
Cherokee 
James Bernerd Lynch 
Ankeny 
The Merchant Scholarship 
The gifts of Frank Ivan and Kate Merchant. Awarded for the purpose of 
graduate study to outstanding graduates of the University of Northern Iowa. 
Timothy Charles Greiner 
Medicine 
University of Iowa 
Edward John Ford 
Medicine 
University of Iowa 
Barbara Jean Sibley 
Medicine (Nursing) 
Case Western Reserve University 
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Karen Birgit Paul 
Industrial Psychologist 
Bowling Green State University 
Mary Ann DeGroote 
Medicine 
University of Iowa 
Continuing Education and Special Programs 
Bachelor of Liberal Studies 
Barbara Abbott 
Scott Dudley Butler 
'"''Robert Sidney Hamilton, Jr. 
Betty May Mitchell 
Joseph Michael Sutula 
Alice Lage! Wilken 
Forest City 
West Liberty 
Waterloo 
Mason City 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
School of Business 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
'"'""'Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
,., '''High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
'''Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
64 hour minimum at UNI 
t Graduated March 3, 1984 
Gary Alan Adelmund, BA Parkersburg 
Management: Personnel 
*''Melinda Marie All, BA Postville 
Marketing 
Michael John Anderson , BA Grinnell 
Accounting 
Jay Michael Anliker, BA West Bend 
Accounting 
Tamara Auestad, BA Randall 
Accounting 
Brett Alden Baier, BA Waverly 
Management: Personnel and 
Computer Information Systems 
Brian Baker, BA Des Moines 
Accounting 
John Douglas Baker, BA Waverly 
Administrative Management 
''Jarrett L. Banwart, BA Spirit Lake 
Accounting 
David George Baumgartner, BA Cedar Falls 
Management: Personnel 
*Daniel Lloyd Bell, Jr., BA Burlington 
Management: Financial 
Michele Lea Benner, BA State Center 
Administrative Management 
Tammy Lee Benzing, BA Cedar Rapids 
Administrative Management 
Michael Jon Betzer, BA Grundy Center 
Marketing 
Andrew Francis Biller, BA 
Marketing 
Philip Leslie Birkedal, BA 
Accounting 
*''*Tena Beth Boehm, BA 
Accounting 
Urbandale 
Osage 
Sigourney 
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Peggy Rothamel Boehmer, BA Mason City 
Accounting 
Valerie Jean Borcherding, BA Belmond 
Marketing 
Kevin Duane Bradford, BA South Bend, IN 
Management: Personnel and Spanish 
Curtis Elwood Brand, BA Somers 
Accounting 
Craig Charles Brandt, BA Waverly 
Management: Production 
*Paula Louise Briner, BA Marion 
Accounting 
David Ian Brown, BA Mason City 
Accounting 
Gregory Alan Brown, BAt West Des Moines 
Accounting 
Mary Ann Brown, BA Wapello 
Marketing 
,·, ''Steven Michael Brown, BA Waterloo 
Accounting 
Julie Sass Buccanero, BA Ironwood, MI 
Management: Financial 
Rhonda Anne Buchheim, BA Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
Patricia G. Buchheit, BA Maynard 
Accounting 
Denise Marie Buckley, BA Portsmouth 
Marketing and French 
Mary Irene Burns, BA Lawler 
Accounting 
*''*Michael Todd Burton, BA Latimer 
Accounting 
David Lawrence Cahill, BA Iowa City 
Marketing 
Denise Mary Cain, BA Sheldon 
Accounting 
Julie Ann Campbell, BA Ankeny 
Accounting 
.·,.·,Mike W. Campbell, BA Waterloo 
Accounting 
Steven John Campbell, BA Toledo 
Management: Financial 
Michael Eugene Canfield, BA Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
Arnold Ray Cassady, II, BA Urbandale 
Accounting 
Sharon Ann Cernohous, BA West Des Moines 
Accounting 
Daniel Alan Christianson, BA Webster City 
Management: Financial 
Kevin Don Clemens, BA Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
Richard Charles Colpitts, Neola 
BA Education 
Business Education: General 
Connie Jean Cook, BA Britt 
Management: Financial 
Lisa Kay Coonradt, BA Waverly 
Marketing 
·''Wanda Finholt Corkery, BA Independence 
Accounting 
Regina Sue Crock, BA Mechanicsville 
Marketing 
.·,.·,··'Robert Wayne Cue, BA Dike 
Accounting 
Richard Willis Dahlem, BA Newton 
Marketing 
William Joseph Dahlhauser, BA Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
·'"''Russell Alan Dale, BA Riceville 
Accounting 
Anita Damone, BA Cedar Rapids 
Marketing 
··"" ·'' Anne Marie Davidson, BA Waterloo 
Accounting 
Darrell Eugene Davis, BA Sioux City 
Accounting 
Sara Ann DeCook, BA Des Moines 
Management: Personnel 
Diane Louise DeGreef, BA Kellogg 
Marketing 
Ann Michele Delperdang, BA Remsen 
Marketing 
Bill Patrick Demuth, BA Adel 
Marketing 
Richard Lee Derby, BA Des Moines 
Management: Financial 
•''Natalie de Wit, BA Sioux Falls, SD 
Accounting 
Thomas Edward Doster, BA Knierim 
Marketing 
*·"Lisa Lee Dotzenrod, BA Calmar 
Accounting 
''Anita Irene Dougherty, BA Waukon 
Management: Personnel 
Shelly Marie Doyle, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
David James Dupont, BA Sherrill 
Marketing 
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Mary Renee Dyke, BA Humboldt 
Administrative Management 
Jane Marie Ebers, BA Clarence 
Accounting 
·'Scott Peter Einck, BA Ossian 
Marketing 
Barbara Angelita Ellis, BA La Porte City 
Management: Personnel 
Darrell James Ellsworth , BA New Hampton 
Accounting 
Scott David Eriksen , BA Ankeny 
Marketing 
William Earl Evans, BA · Jesup 
Management: Financial 
Cristal Dee Ewald, BA Rockford 
Management: Personnel 
Todd Alan Farland, BA Forest City 
Administrative Management 
Chellney Kae Feller, BA Marquette 
Administrative Management 
* ·''Lori Arends Ferris, BA New Hartford 
Accounting 
Daniel Neal Fluckiger, Marion 
BA Education 
Business Education - General 
Guy Matthew Fortier, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
•''Mark Edward Fox, BA Waterloo 
Management: Personnel 
Douglas Edward Friess, West Des Moines 
BA 
Management: Personnel 
Connie Jean Fullenworth, BA Storm Lake 
Accounting 
·''Mary Lee Gamache, BA West Des Moines 
Accounting 
Patricia Kay Gardner, BA Clear Lake 
Management: Financial 
Laura Ann Garman , BA Ames 
Management: Personnel 
Gregory Scott Gillman, BA Council Bluffs 
Accounting 
Eric Scott Gleason, BA Ames 
Management : Financial 
Gary Dean Gullett, BA Newton 
Management: Personnel 
Brian Ralph Hammarstedt, BA Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
•''David Allen Hanson, BA Cedar Rapids 
Management: Financial 
Alan Joseph Harder, BA Newhall 
Accounting 
•'"''Kent Allen Harms, BA Sanborn 
Accounting 
Donald Gene Hartley, Jr. BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Kerry Phillip Hartmann, BA Oelwein 
Management: Production 
Bonnie Jane Hauser, BA Doon 
Marketing 
Scott Richard Hauser, BA Ames 
Accounting 
''Debra Ehrig Havel, BA Grundy Center 
Accounting 
Patricia Keenan Hayward, BA Waukon 
Management: Personnel 
Lisa Marie Hemsesath, BA Cedar Rapids 
Management: Personnel 
,·,,·,'''Lori Lynn Hennings, BA Waterloo 
Marketing 
Larry Peter Herold, BA Cresco 
Marketing 
Paula Lynne Hersom, BA Sutherland 
Accounting 
Dean Lawrence Heyn, BA Swea City 
Marketing 
Patrice Ann Hilby, BA Dubuque 
Marketing 
,., '''Teri Schmall Hines, BA Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
'''Michael Robert Hiscocks, BA Britt 
Accounting 
'''Curtis Allen Hoff, BA Conrad 
Management: Financial 
Gary Allen Hoffman, Jr., BA Clear Lake 
Accounting 
...... Anthony Ray Holland, BA Pomeroy 
Management: Financial 
Matt Carroll Hollebrands, BA Des Moines 
Management: Personnel 
'''Kara Layne Holloway, BA Webster City 
Marketing and French 
'°"'Michael G. Homan, BA Remsen 
Accounting 
'''Christopher John Hoppe, BA La Porte City 
Administrative Managemenl 
Sharon Kay Horner, BA Marion 
Accounting 
'''Frederick C. Hoth, BA Postville 
Accounting 
Randall Lou Huggins, BA Newton 
Accounting 
Kevin John Hughes, BA Waterloo 
Accounting 
Lind Jan Hunemuller, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Brian Edward Hutchens, West Des Moines 
BA 
Marketing 
Annette Sue Jensen, BA 
Administrative Management 
Janis Lyn Jensen, BA 
Accounting 
'''Gary Todd Jipp, BA 
Marketing 
Mark Stewart Johnson, BA 
Management: Personnel 
Timothy David Johnson, BA 
Accounting 
Jonathan Mark Jones, BA 
Management: Financial 
Kenneth W. Jones, Jr., BA 
Administrative Management 
Virginia Mull Kafer, BA 
Marketing 
Sioux City 
Humboldt 
Bettendorf 
Cedar Falls 
Camanche 
Bellevue 
Sumner 
Muscatine 
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Marcia Kay Kendrick, BA Edgewood 
Management: Personnel 
Barbara Ann Kessler, BA Dubuque 
Marketing 
Lisa Marie Kisling, BA Sioux City 
Accounting 
Dan Kneeskern, BA Castalia 
Markeling 
Diane McDevitt Knight, BA Marshalltown 
Accounting 
Clarke Douglas Knowles, BA Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
Shawn Read Koehn, BA Victor 
Accounting 
Mark Kral, BA Solon 
Accounling 
''"°'Sandra Kay Kroeger, BA Dyersville 
Accounting 
Kathy Kay Krueger, BA Tripoli 
Management: Personnel 
Victoria Renee Kruger, 
BA Education 
Business Education - General 
'''Frank L. Kubesh, BA 
Accounting 
James John Lambert, Jr ., BA 
Management: Financial 
Postville 
Calmar 
Dubuque 
Terri Ann Lammers, BA Colesburg 
Management: Financial 
Jeanette Ann Lamphier, BA Oelwein 
Accounting 
Robert William LaRocca, BA Bettendorf 
Accounting 
''Cheryl Lynn Larson, BA Cherokee 
Marketing and Communications/ 
Radio & TV 
Melody May Larson, 
BA Education 
Business Education - General 
Aplington 
Andrew Thomas Lawrence, BA Muscatine 
Marketing 
Martha Lawrence, BA Urbandale 
Accounting 
Leona Anne Leenknecht, BA Clinton 
Management: Personnel 
,·, '''Laurie Marie Lefebure, BA Fairfax 
Management: Financial 
David Wayne Lehman, BA Denver 
Management: Personnel 
Brad Alan Lenhart, BA Tama 
Accounting 
''"°'Shirley Haines Letz, Eldora 
BA Education 
Business Education - Sec/Office Education 
Karen Wollmering Lind, BA Ft. Madison 
Administrative Management 
Patrick William Liston, BA Nevada 
Management: Financial 
''Debra Jean Lobaugh, Nevada 
BA Education 
Business Education - Sec/Office Education 
Max Anthony Loebig, Iowa Falls 
BA Education 
Business Education - General 
Marchelle Renee Logan, BA Newton 
Accounling 
Scott William Lowe , BA Reinbeck 
Accounling 
Annette Marie Lynch , BA Greene 
Accounting 
John Michael Mackovets, BA Pocahontas 
Markeling 
Brian Leigh MacLearn, BA Waverly 
Managemenl: Personnel 
Kathy Ann Maiers, BA Dubuque 
Accounting 
Michael Maiers, BA Dubuque 
Markeling 
,'d,',Amber Marie Martin, BA Independence 
Accounting 
Lori Jean Matejcek, BA Cedar Rapids 
Managemen1.· Personnel 
Susan Jane McAfee, BA Cedar Rapids 
Management: Personnel 
Trace John McDermott, BA Bernard 
Managemen1.· Financial 
Michael Lynn McDowell, BA Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
Scott William McEntee, BA Des Moines 
Accounting 
''' Becky Jo McNeil, BA Ft. Dodge 
Managemenl: Personnel 
Mary Elaine Meany, BA Ames 
Management: Personnel 
Jay Charles Mehrhoff, BA Odebolt 
Marketing 
Lori Jean Meyer, BA Carroll 
Accounting 
Jacqueline Ann Mihm, BA St. Lucas 
Marketing 
Heidi Liesbeth Miller, BA Marshalltown 
Marketing 
Rex O Miller, BA Hampton 
Accounting 
Theodore Clayton Miller, BA Bradford 
Accounling 
Larry Dean Mingus, BA Waverly 
Management: Personnel 
Kristi Renae Moats, BA Ackley 
Accounting 
Douglas K. Montgomery, BA State Center 
Accounting 
Gayle Hrdlicka Moore, BA t Waterloo 
Marketing 
Russell Patrick Moorehead, Nora Springs 
BA Education 
Business Education: Marketing & 
Distributive Education and Marketing 
Timothy Michael Murphy, BA Urbandale 
Accounting 
Jodie Lynn Neese, BA Ankeny 
Administrative Management 
Howard Barclay Newell, Hollidaysburg, PA 
BA t 
Marketing 
''**Mary Maxine Nixon, BA West Union 
Accounting 
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Chris John Norman, BA t Bakersfield, CA 
Marketing 
Ann Mark Norby, BA Osage 
Accounting 
Sheryl Jean North, BA Clinton 
Administrative Management 
Timothy Charles Nowell, BA Bettendorf 
Accounling 
Patrick James Nugent, BA Churdan 
Management: Financial 
Mark Joseph Nurre, BA Strawberry Point 
Administrative Management 
''"'Janet Marie O'Connell, BA Earlville 
Accounting 
Linda Diane Olson, BA Webster City 
Marketing 
Martha Jo Ortmayer, BA Cedar Rapids 
Marketing 
'"''Stacy Robert Overton, BA Dysart 
Accounting 
Dennis Richard Paarman, BA Sigourney 
Management: Financial 
Jeffrey Paul Pascoe, BA Mason City 
Marketing 
'''Kimberly Kay Pearce, BA Dubuque 
Accounting 
Jeffrey Alan Peatrowsky, BA Waverly 
Accounting 
Patricia Ann Peiffer, BA Cascade 
Management: Personnel 
Nancy Ann Pender, BA Dubuque 
Management: Personnel 
Shannon Marie Penquite , Ankeny 
BA Education 
Business Education: Sec/Office Education 
Cerar Vinicio Perez, BA Caracas, Venezuela 
Management: Financial and 
Management: Production 
David Ray Petersen, BA Centralia, IL 
Accounting 
,'dTamara Kay Pingrey, BA Sioux City 
Accounting 
Jacquelin Pitz, BA Vinton 
Administrative Management 
Michael Bradley Platt , BA Des Moines 
Marketing 
Joseph Richard Pollpeter, BA Des Moines 
Management: Personnel 
James B. Porter, Jr. BA Hudson 
Management: Production 
Carol Powers , BA Muscatine 
Accounting 
Gary Dean Presnall, BA Colo 
Management: Personnel 
Mark Alan Pritchard, BA Clinton 
Management: Financial 
,'dJeffrey L. Provost, BA Creston 
Accounting 
John Michael Quinn, BA Prospect, KY 
Accounting 
Brett Jonathan Ramert, BA Okoboji 
Management: Financial 
Reed F. Randolph, BA Adel 
Marketing 
Renee Solberg Rasmussen, BA Independence 
Accounting and Computer 
Information Systems 
Karen Sue Rekers, BA Waterloo 
Accounting 
Steven Gene Relf, BA Vinton 
Accounting 
*Laurie Sue Richardson, BA Denver 
Accounting 
Kelly Marie Robinette, BA Des Moines 
Accounting 
Brenda Kay Roe, BA Boone 
Marketing 
Mary Kay Roeder, BA Bellevue 
Accounting 
''Royal Roger Roland, BA Grinnell 
Accounting 
'"'"'Lisa Meriann Roseberry, BA Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
Robert D. Rote, Jr., BA Des Moines 
Management: Financial 
Catherine Ann Rottinghaus, BA Ionia 
Management: Financial 
Marilyn Winkel Rouse, BA Emmetsburg 
Accounting 
Kristi Kae Ruggeberg, BA Grand Mound 
Marketing 
Wendy Ann Rutledge, BA Des Moines 
Management: Financial 
Jane Ann Ryan, BA Winthrop 
Administrative Management 
Steven Douglas Samuelson, BA Rock Rapids 
Management 
'''Janette Marlene Sandersfeld, BA Latimer 
Accounting 
Mark Allen Scheel, BA Cedar Rapids 
Marketing 
Jeffrey Paul Schill, BA Cedar Falls 
Accounting 
* '''Chris Arthur Schmidt, BA Cedar Rapids 
Accounting 
Marlys Ann Schmitt, BA Waucoma 
Marketing 
,·, '''Connie Kay Schneider, BA Waukon 
Management: Personnel 
Lynn Melanie Schoel, BA Gladbrook 
Marketing 
Cindy Joan Schreck, BA Dedham 
Administrative Management 
Dave Edward Schreck, BA Reinbeck 
Marketing 
Scott Garhardt Schroeder, West Des Moines 
BA 
Accounting 
''Kelly D. Schuler, BA 
Management: Financial 
Lonnie Dale Schwab, BA 
Marketing 
,·,'''''Lorie Elaine Schweer, BA 
Accounting 
Storm Lake 
Waukee 
Waterloo 
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'"'Tammy Schnepf Schweitzer, 
BA 
Accounting 
Winthrop 
Dale Allen Scott, BA Knoxville 
Accounting and Computer 
Information Systems 
,., '''Rebecca Joanne Scott, BA Fredericksburg 
Administrative Management 
Thomas Paul Scribbins, BA North Liberty 
Accounting 
Pamela Putman Scully, BA Waterloo 
Management: Financial 
,·, Julie Ann Shackelford, BA Perry 
Management: Financial 
Elizabeth Marie Sherrard, BA Des Moines 
Accounting 
Andrew William Sheston, BA Dubuque 
Management: Personnel 
Randall John Simons, Larchwood 
BA Education t 
Business Education - General 
''Jeffrey Alan Slaymaker, BA Guernsey 
Accounting 
Stacey Lynn Smith, BA Waterloo 
Marketing 
'"''Susan Rae Sorensen, BA Corwith 
Marketing 
James Michael Spence, BA Marshalltown 
Administrative Management 
Bradley Kent Spratt, BA Ames 
Marketing 
Lori Jean Stevenson, BA Traer 
Marketing 
Christy Jean Stewart, BA Boone 
Management: Personnel 
Craig Eugene Stewart, BA Bettendorf 
Management: Financial 
Jeff John Stickfort, BA Lake Mills 
Management: Personnel 
Lisa Mae Stickney, BA Smithland 
Management: Personnel 
Mark Eugene Stoner, BA Humboldt 
Management: Production 
'''Nancy Ann Streit, BA Ashton 
Accounting 
Jan Elizabeth Strunk, BA Ottumwa 
Administrative Management 
Bryan Scott Stumberg, BA Grundy Center 
Marketing 
''Todd Alan Stumberg, BA Grundy Center 
Management: Financial 
Daniel Clark Sweeney, BA Waukon 
Accounting 
''Debra Kay Taft, BA Newton 
Accounting 
Tony Joseph Tatone, BA Mason City 
Marketing 
Jeffrey Richard TeKippe, New Hampton 
BA 
Marketing 
Randy Lee Terrell, BA 
Accounting 
State Center 
Dennis Glen Theobald, BA Stacyville 
Management: Financial 
Jeffrey D. Thomas, BA Le Claire 
Marketing 
Gina Tonda, BA Knoxville 
Accounting 
;'"''Jane Renae Tucker, BA Roland 
Management: Personnel 
Lilian Adaobi Umeh, Osbete Enusu, Nigeria 
BA 
Administrative Management 
Jeffrey Linn Valde, BA Eldora 
Marketing 
Marshall John Vander Linden, New Sharon 
BA 
Accounting 
Llashly Ray Van Raden, BA Plainfield 
Marketing 
Richard Van Vermazen, BA Manchester 
Accounting 
;''Marica Ann Wadle, BA St. Charles 
Administrative Management 
Tamara Marie Waknitz, BA Maquoketa 
Management 
Timothy Earl Wayland, BA Bettendorf 
Accounting 
;''Amy Eileen Wayt, BA Sac City 
Accounting 
Mark Alan Weaver, BA Norwalk 
Management: Production 
Thomas Michael Westpfahl, BA Hiawatha 
Management: Personnel 
;'"'John F. Williamson, BA West Des Moines 
Accounting 
Steven Patrick Wilson, BA Cedar Falls 
Marketing 
Mike Joseph Winter, BA Waucoma 
Management: Financial 
;'Eugene Rogert Wolfgram, Webster City 
BA 
Management: Personnel 
* ;''Lynn Danette Wonderlich, BA Ollie 
Accounting 
;',;''Brian Dean Worth, BA Grinnell 
Accounting 
Thomas Lee Wray, BA Richland 
Marketing 
;',;''Sandra K. Zieser, BA Walker 
Accounting 
Alan Joseph Zimmerman, BA Sigourney 
Management: Financial 
College of Education 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
;""""Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
;', ;, High Honors 3 .50 to 3. 7 5 
'''Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
64 hour minimum at UNI 
t Graduated March 3, 1984 
Lea Dornbusch Albers, Waverly 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Laurie Anne Albert, Washburn 
BA Education 
Community Health Education 
'' ;''Kristine Marie Anderson, Kellogg 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Terri Hathaway Andrews, BA Cedar Falls 
Therapeutic Recreation 
*Debra Seidl Anliker, Ottumwa 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Janet Marie Archer, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Coaching 
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Kay Lynn Armstrong, Atkins 
BA Education 
Elementary Education: Remedial Reading 
Jerriann Augustus, BA Education Jefferson 
Physical Education: Coaching 
'de Nancy Jo Babor, Cedar Rapids 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Kimberly Sue Baer, BA Education Perry 
Physical Education - Coaching 
and Aquatic 
Patricia Lynn Baier, 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Sioux Rapids 
Lisa Marie Banaszek, East Moline, IL 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Pamela Lynn Barnes, BA Ackley 
Physical Education - Coaching 
'''Sherry Lynne Beckman, Glenwood 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Upper 
'''Jennifer Lynn Berger, South Amana 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Norm Mark Berglund, Bettendorf 
BA Education 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Patricia Tamm Berglund, Cherokee 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Elizabeth Lucille Berry, Dubuque 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Scott Allen Bessman, Waterloo 
BA Education 
Middle School/Junior High 
School Education 
Francis Orville Bierl, Carroll 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
''Brett Arnold Bigger, 
BA Education 
Nora Springs 
Health Education 
,., * Sue Ellen Bilstad, Callender 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
'' ,·, '' LuAnn Marie Bishop, Lacona 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Joan Michelle Black, BA Alta 
Therapeutic Recreation 
''Keith Patrick Boever, BA Dubuque 
Community Recreation: Sporls 
Kimberly Kay Bone, Des Moines 
BA Education 
Elementary Education: Remedial Reading 
'''Jodie McMullen Bonwell , Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Reading and 
Language Arts 
Cindy Anne Bowers, BA Education Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
* '''Thomas Kirk Bradley, Jefferson 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Theresa Jean Brennan, Sioux City 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Betty Louise Brockschink, Norway 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
'''Barbara Christine Brown, Ames 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Martha Lea Brown, BA Wapello 
Therapeutic Recreation 
'' '''Linda Davis Buchholz, Waverly 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Julianne Marie Budnik, BA Education Ames 
Elementary Education - Special 
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Barbara S. Burgardt, BA Education Britt 
Elementary Education 
Robin Fay Campbell, Knoxville, IL 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
,., ''Cheryl Keunnen Carolan , Lawler 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Amy Sue Chaney, BA Mt. Pleasant 
Community Recreation: Sports 
* '''Melanie Chase, BA Education Creston 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Carmen C. Collison, BA Education Carroll 
Elementary Education 
Diane Rose Connolly, Dubuque 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Mary Jo Crimmins, Ft. Dodge 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
'°"°"'' Susan Marie Dahl , Greenfield 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Denise Ann Dake, BA Education Ocheyedan 
Elementary Education 
'''''Lisa Kay Daniels, Sioux City 
BA Education 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Lyn Ellen Davis, BA Education New Sharon 
Elementary Education - Lower 
'''Rachelle Gafford Davis, Newton 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Janine Marie DeBrower, Cedar Rapids 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
'''Kimberly Ann Delashmutt, Onawa 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
David Dale Doughan, BA Education Algona 
Elementary Educalion 
''"'"'Amy Fae Dowell, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Early Childhood Education and 
Spanish 
Ann Marie Drish, Cedar Rapids 
BA Education 
Early Childhood Education 
Cynthia Ann Duckworth, Bettendorf 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Sherry Lee Dvorak, BA Education Cresco 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Olivia Jean Eason, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Early Childhood Education 
Michelle Elaine Eastman, Waterloo 
BA Education 
Community Health Education 
'''Julie Dudolski Eckardt , Sumner 
BA Education 
Early Childhood Education 
Kristen Marie Edsill, BA Education Cresco 
Elementary Education 
Kathy Jo Eilertson, BA Charles City 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Brian David Ellingson, Iowa Falls 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Darcy Lee Embertson, La Porte City 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Doreen Ann Engelhardt, Luana 
BA Education 
Early Childhood Education 
Ladana Ann Euritt, BA Marrero, LA 
Community Recreation: Sports 
Lisa Sampson Ewoldt, Bettendorf 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
·''Susan Kiewiet Ewoldt , Clutier 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Mark Louis Fell, BA Education t Everly 
Elementary Education 
•'Lynn Marie Fiala, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special 
Lesa Sue Fister, BA Education Waterloo 
Safety Education and Community 
Recreation: Sports 
Lynette K . Foley, BA Education Tama 
Elementary Education - lower 
June Marie Friedman, Cedar Rapids 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
Jill Maurine Fulitano, Des Moines 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Deanna Marie Fuller, BA Education Vinton 
Elementary Education - lower 
Stacie Ann Fundermann, Anthon 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Anna Marie Gardner, Council Bluffs 
BA Education 
Physical Education - Coaching 
Gale Joan Garlock, BA Odebolt 
Community Health Education 
·'"''Marian Elizabeth Gaul, Earling 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Mark Alvin Gebhart, BA New Vienna 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: "Audio Specialist 
for the Small Business Development 
Center's Public Relations Campaign." 
.·, ··'Lisa Ann Gerling, Monticello 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
Daniel Faun Grandfield, Winterset 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
'""'Jackie Whitmore Gray, Waterloo 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
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·' Kim Marie Griffith , Grand Junction 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
Nancy Ann Gross, BA Education Defiance 
Elementary Education - Special 
Donna Kay Gurney, BA Education Reinbeck 
Elementary Education - lower 
•'' Sherri Lynn Hansel , Williams 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Lori Anne Hansen, Sioux City 
BA Education 
Middle School/Junior High School . 
Kerri Kay Hanson, BA Education Sumner. 
Middle School/Junior High School 
·""'Shirale Struve Hanson, 
BA Education 
Elementary Educalion - lower 
Keri Lyn Harris, BA Education 
Health Education 
Vinton 
Anita 
Cindy Lynn Hass, BA Education Dubuque 
Early Childhood Education 
Amy Rose Haupert, BA Education Dubuque 
Elementary Education - Special 
Sherry Jeanne Hauschild, BA Cedar Rapids 
Community Health Education 
Sara Danielle Hayden, Williams 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
,•, *Lori Sue Heater, BA Education Blair, NE 
Elementary Education 
Martha Ann Hemingway, Iowa City 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Julie Ann Henderson, Havelock 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
*Barbara Buch Hennings, Elberon 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Special Education 
Shelly Gaye Heppner, Storm Lake 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
Tami J. Herb, BA Education Marion 
Health Education 
Lynn Ann Herder, BA Education Monroe 
Elementary Education - lower 
Nina Louise Hetrick, Atlantic 
BA Education 
Early Childhood Education 
Susan Rochelle Higgins, Urbandale 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
·""""Lisa Marie Hofer, BA Education Ames 
Elementary Education - Special 
Charles Ernest Holley, BA Shell Rock 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: "The Peace 
Movement on the Grass Roots Level." 
Marilyn Rose Holmberg, Marathon 
BA Education 
Early Childhood Education 
Lori Ann Howard, BA Laurel 
Community Recreation: Sporls 
[Conferred Posthumously] 
'''Gladys Ann Holthaus, New Hampton 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
''""'DeAnn Marie Huinker, Calmar 
BA Education 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Cynthia Lynn Hunt, BA Education t Glidden 
Physical Education: Coaching 
''Barbara Jo Ihde, BA Education Decorah 
Elementary Education - lower 
''Martha Ann Illingsworth, Davenport 
BA Education 
Physical Educalion: Coaching 
Dolores Marie Jaspers, Kensett 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
''Alicia Sinning Jepsen, Davenport 
BA Education 
Elementary Educalion - Special 
Jean Marie Johansen, Latimer 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Pamela Mulder Johnson, Urbandale 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Timothy Clyde Johnson, New Hartford 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Tami Marie Kaiser, BA Education Garrison 
Elementary Education 
'''Karen Rae Kamper, Strawberry Point 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Upper 
LuAnn Marie Karlson, BA Education Fayette 
Elementary Education · 
'''Suzanne Elise Keenan, Des Moines 
BA Education t 
Elementary Education - lower 
Celeste Sue Kelling, Des Moines 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Gina Marie Kelly, BA Education Mason City 
Elementary Education - lower 
Kimberlee Kay Ketterer, Evansdale 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
'''Deborah Anne Killin, Des Moines 
BA Education 
Phys ical Education - Coaching 
Janet Lynn Kingery, Indianola 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Sonia Kae Kramer, Columbia, MO 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
Joni Graham Krejchi, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
John Jude Kriebs, BA Education Dubuque 
Safety Education 
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Sherry Ann Krischel, BA Education Rolfe 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
'''Michelle Lammers, Winthrop 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
Karla Kay Landers, BA Education Greene 
Elementary Education - Special 
''Kimberly Kay Langfitt, Marion , OH 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
'''Linda Marie Ledger, Washington 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
Leona Anne Leenknecht, BA Clinton 
Community Recreation: Sports and 
Management: Personnel 
Donna Jean Lennon, Duncombe 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
'""'Leah Jane Lindeman, Parkersburg 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Sue Siglin Luckock, Waterloo 
BA Education 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Kathleen Ann Lupkes, BA Ackley 
Community Recreation: Sports 
Melissa Jane Lutz, BA Education Vinton 
Physical Education - Special Education 
Laurel Anne Magee, Elk Run Heights 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Marsha Ann Mallinger, BA Education Clare 
Elementary Education - lower 
Peggy Ann Malone, BA Education Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
''""Patricia Ann Manternach , Monticello 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
''Cristin Oldenburg Marshall, West Union 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Debi Bowers Martens, BA Education Ames 
Elementary Education - Special 
'''Gayla Jean Mason, BA Education Toledo 
Elementary Education 
Barbara Lynn Matheson, Hanlontown 
BA Education 
Elemenlary Educalion - Special 
''"''Ann Lene McAvoy, Alta Vista 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Michelle Ryan Mccarron, Dubuque 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Margaret Joan McCarty, BA Education Perry 
Elementary Education 
,., '' ''' Teresa Linn McCombs, Parkersburg 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
Jean Marie McDonald, Dubuque 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - lower 
Vaughn Lester McElvain, Ft. Dodge 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Aquatic and Coaching 
Brian David McFadden, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Coaching 
'''Elizabeth Rose McKinley, Waterloo 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
* '''Lori Kay McLaughlin, Belmond 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Doreen Jo Ann Meinders, Thornton 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
'' *Steven Lee Mengler, Cedar Rapids 
BA Education 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Susan Marie Miller, BA Education Cherokee 
Elementary Education - Lower 
'"' '''Deborah Kay Mitschele, Muscatine 
BA Education 
Elementary Educalion - Special 
Vicki Gulliver Moen, BA Ames 
Recreation: Therapeutic 
Suanne Kay Morgan, BA Education Newton 
Elementary Education · 
Julie Lynn Mortenson, 
BA 
Therapeutic Recreation 
West Des Moines 
Robert Joseph Moses, Garnavillo 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Mark Robert Muehlenthaler, Elkhart 
BA Education 
Safety Educalion 
Richard Wayne Nelson, Des Moines 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Coaching 
''"'Patricia Ann Neppl, Denison 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Ranae Ilene Nerem, BA Education Roland 
Elementary Education 
Diane Sue Netolicky, Cedar Rapids 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Joseph Barry Neville, BA Education Slater 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Sandra Kay Nichols, Clear Lake 
BA Education t 
Elementary Education - Lower 
''Jacquelyn Sue North, BA Education Boone 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Sheri Dawn Obr, West Des Moines 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
'' ''Sheila O'Connell, Council Bluffs 
BA Education 
Elemen/ary Education - Lower 
'''Kathryn Ann Olson, Dubuque 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
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Tara Louise Olson, BA Education Ottumwa 
Elementary Education 
Kelli Lynn O'Neill, BA Education Davenport 
Early Childhood Education 
Lisa Armstrong O'Neill, BA Ft. Smith, AK 
Therapeutic Recreation 
,·,,.,'''Mary Patricia Pannkuk, Buffalo Center 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Reading & 
Language Arts 
Julianne Paulus, Marble Rock 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Randal Jay Perkins, BA Education Stanwood 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Sandra Kary Petersen, BA Colgate, WI 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: "A Study in 
Experimental Animation: Europe on $15 
a Day ... " 
Elaine Brown Peterson, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
James Richard Pfaltzgraff, Des Moines 
BA Education 
Physical Education - Coaching 
''*Susan Mae Poss, Bigelow, MN 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Susan Mary Postel, BA Education Anamosa 
Early Childhood Education 
Kim Lee Powell, BA Education Camanche 
Elementary Education - Lower 
'''Lori Venter Powell, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Early Childhood Education 
''Cynthia Rae Preece, BA Marshalltown 
Physical Education: Coaching 
,·, '''Marlyn Dean Pruisman, BA Mason City 
Community Recreation: Sports 
*Barbara Jean Ralph, BA Education Grafton 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Todd Edward Redalen, BA Cedar Falls 
Therapeutic Recreation 
'''Michele Ann Reding, BA Education Algona 
Elementary Education 
Cynthia Patrick Reints, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Health Education 
Karen T. Relf, BA Education t Bettendorf 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Patrick Jon Renner, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Upper 
''"'Susan Kim Ritland, Zearing 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Jodi Clark Robbins, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special 
,·, '''Linda Kay Rosauer, Gilbertville 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Kelli Jeanne Roseland, BA Education Cresco 
Elementary Education - Special 
Lauretta Linstrom Rubino, Waterloo 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Julie Ann Rucker, BA Education Decorah 
Elementary Education 
Susan Dee Russell, BA Newton 
Community Recreation: Sports 
Judy Lynn Sanderman, BA Waukon 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Jalon Eileen Saucke, BA Education Waterloo 
Elementary Education - Special 
'''Mary Ann Schadle, BA Education Vinton 
Early Childhood Education 
Anne Solberg Schneider, Clear Lake 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
'''Lisa Marie Schumaker, Waterloo 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Barbara Ann Scott, BA Education Urbandale 
Elementary Education 
Maren Joanne Seehusen, Hockessin, DE 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Aquatics 
Steven Joseph Seelhammer, New Hampton 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Amy Beth Seitz, Bettendorf 
BA Education 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Gerald L. Shafrath, Massilon, OH 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Coaching and 
Safety Education 
Lori Ann Shearer, Cedar Rapids 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Lori Jo Siebels, BA Education Onawa 
Health Education 
Lorraine Hummel Smith, 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
'''Crystal Denise Spicher, BA 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Denise Kay Squier, BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Tina L. Stiller, BA Education 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Nashua 
Kalona 
Carlisle 
Rudd 
'"""°'Paula Joy Struthers, Wesley 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Joni Jean Swansen, BA Education Dayton 
Elementary Education 
,._,._,•,Kay Hetrick Switzer, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Jeanine Marie Talty, Council Bluffs 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Daniel Sebastian Terrones, Boone 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Coaching 
'''Nancy Jo Thill, BA Education Dubuque 
Elementary Education 
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'''Ronda Lea Thomas, Urbandale 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Cathy Ann Thuringer, BA Spencer 
Therapeutic Recreation 
'''Charla Fae Tiedt, BA Education Readlyn 
Elementary Education - Special 
Kristi Kay Tietz, BA Education Griswold 
Elementary Education - Special 
,., '''Sonja Elizabeth Trey, BA Parkersburg 
Therapeutic Recreation 
''Kathy Lynn Tritz, BA Education Remsen 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Cheryl Kay Troxel, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Angela Moyer Turner, Marion 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Upper 
Barbara Jo Venneman, Independence 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
'''Debra Kay Voy, BA Education Hampton 
Elementary Education - Special 
,·, '''Ellen M. Wadle, Des Moines 
BA Education 
Elementary Education 
Lisa Marie Wadle, BA Education Melcher 
Elementary Education 
Janeen Lynn Waight, BA Monticello 
Community Recreation: Sports 
Mary Katherine Walsh, BA Council Bluffs 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Theresa Lucille Walter, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Julie Kay Weaver, Bettendorf 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
Maree Lita Webb, BA Education Janesville 
Elementary Education - Upper 
,·,,·,''Denise Marie Wersinger, Cherokee 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Robyn Ann West, BA Education Colfax 
Elementary Education 
'' '''Kari Lynn Wilkins, BA Education Altoona 
Elementary Education 
''"°"'' Julie Jane Williams, Fayette 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Special 
R. Todd Williams, BA Education Blairsburg 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Julie Marie Willmers, Dubuque 
BA Education 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Laura Ann Wilson, BA Education Sheldon 
Elementary Education - Remedial Reading 
Barbara Ann Wisnieski, Nevada 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Coaching 
Linda Louise Wittry, Iowa Falls 
BA Education t 
Elementary Education - Lower 
Pamela Jean Woodard, Waucoma 
BA Education 
Physical Education: Coaching and 
Safety Education 
,., '"''Linda Joann Wright, BA Education Ames 
Middle School/Junior High School 
Jill Rae Wurdinger, BA Education Waverly 
Elementary Education - Special 
Barbara Parks Wygle, BA Education Greene 
Elementary Education - Lower 
''Charles Bret Younger, BA Atlantic 
Community Recreation: Aquatics 
'''Merrilee Sue Zelle, BA Education Waverly 
Elementary Education 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
(IH) Completed the Individual Honors Program 
'""""Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
'""'High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
'''Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
64 hour minimum at UNI 
t Graduated March 3, 1984 
Linda Kay Adkins, BA Farragut 
General Studies 
''Cindy J. Allee, BA Cedar Falls 
Communications/Radio & TV 
'''Bradley Earl Allen, BA Evansdale 
Communications/Public Relations 
John Charles Alpers, BM Vinton 
Music Education 
Martin Ross Ankrum, BA Marshalltown 
Religion 
*Cheryl Lynn Antenen, Elgin, IL 
BA Education 
Speech - Language Pathology 
,·,''''Cynthia Flesher Barrios, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Speech - Language Pathology 
Shari Rae Bartels, BM t Ames 
Music Education 
Joan Ruth Barud, BA Education Dubuque 
English 
Alvie Edward Beckham, BA Waterloo 
General Studies 
Benjamin Earl Bellus, Jr., BA Oskaloosa 
Communications/Public Relations 
''Jo Ellen Bendel, BFA Cary, IL 
Art 
''Karla Ann Berger, BA Marengo 
Communications/Public Relations 
Daniel Scott Berman, BA Urbandale 
General Studies 
Julie Marie Billett, BA Cedar Rapids 
Communications/Public Relations 
Christine Jackson Bobst, BA Bettendorf 
Communications/Public Relations 
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Julie Ann Booze, BA 
Art 
Denise Marcelle Brackey, BA t 
Art 
Rebecca Joy Braden, BA 
General Studies 
Marion 
Lake Mills 
Hudson 
''Denis Martin Bramblette, BA Cedar Falls 
Communications/Public Relations 
Susan Rachel Brenna, BA Waterloo 
Communications/ Radio-TV 
Michael Wayne Bro, BA Exira 
C ommunicationsl Radio-TV 
Shirley Marie Burds, BA Epworth 
Art 
Melanie Jean Carter, BA 
English 
Britt 
Cynthia Ann Cechota, BA West Burlington 
Communications/Public Relations 
*Colette Marie Ceilley, BA Cedar Falls 
Art 
Pamela Frances Chapman, Dubuque 
BA Education 
English 
''Julie Ann Christy, BA Education Creston 
Speech - Language Pathology 
Steven Carl Citta, BM Cedar Falls 
Music Education 
Jane Bliss Clark, BA Cedar Falls 
English 
Lisa Leone Clayton, BA Boone 
Communications/Public Relations 
Robin Ann Coppola, BA Des Moines 
General Studies 
Joyce Lynn Cornwell, BA Ankeny 
Communications/Public Relations 
;',;',;''Michele Yvonne Courtright, Lincoln, NE 
BA Education 
Speech - Language Palhology 
Phyllis Kemp Cowell, BA Waterloo 
English 
John Albert Cowin, BA Ledyard 
Communications/Public Relations 
Timothy Kenneth Crawford, BA Cedar Falls 
Theatre Arts 
Kimberly Kay DauSchmidt, BA Reinbeck 
Communicalionsl Radio-TV 
Lisa Paulsen Deibler, BA Wheeling, IL 
Communications/Public Relations 
Mary Ann Delaney, BA Dubuque 
Theatre Arts 
Leann Marie Diercksen, BA Marion 
Theatre Arts 
Jill Renee Ditsworth, BA Britt 
Communications/Public Relations 
,,;' James Martin Drew, BA Osage 
Communications/ Radio-TV 
Kathleen A. Dunn, BM Carroll 
Music Education 
Curtis Duane Dykstra, BA Rock Valley 
Communications/Radio-TV 
;''Edgar Anthony East, BA Panama, Panama 
Music Education 
Irvin Willet Emig, BA Cedar Falls 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: "MUSE Version 
4.0 Manual Additions for Academic 
Computing Services at the University of 
Northern Iowa." 
''Pamela Lockwood Evans, Jesup 
BA Education 
Spanish 
;''Denise Mae Fasse, BA Denver 
Communications & Theatre Arts 
;''Nanci Jo Ferguson, BA Cedar Rapids 
Spanish 
Daniel Sean Fitzpatrick, BA Cedar Falls 
General S1udies 
;',;''Melissa Ruth Foens, Cedar Rapids 
BA Education 
Speech - Language Palhology 
Meg Marie Fortney, BA Anamosa 
Communication/Public Relations 
Julie Anne Freimuth, BA Des Moines 
General Studies 
;',;>''Tamara Ann Frembgen, BA Cedar Falls 
Russian Studies 
Craig William Friederich, BA Postville 
Communications/ Radio-TV 
Leelyn Ray Garringer, BA North English 
General Studies 
Suzanne Marie Gauch, Melbourne 
BA Education 
Art 
Lenny Gene Gealow, BA Marshalltown 
Communications/Public Relations 
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;',;'"'Anthony Steven Gedwillo, II, Sioux City 
BA 
Philosophy & Religion 
Jane Evelyn Gleason, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Art 
Mark Dennis Goff, BA Monona 
Communications/ Radio-TV 
Nancy Plantan Graen, BA Cedar Falls 
Communications/Public Relations 
Julie Ann Greenlee, BA Education Chariton 
Speech - Language Pathology 
Barbara Jean Griffin, BA Clinton 
Communications/Public Relations 
Linda Sue Groom, BA Galt 
Communications/Public Relations 
;•, ;''Timothy Guy Grover, BA Cedar Falls 
Communications/ Radio-TV 
Naomi Lisa Guinn, BA Waterloo 
Humanities 
Jeanne Ellen Hall, BA Cedar Rapids 
Communications/Public Relations 
;'"' Kelly Bond Hallengren, BA Alta 
Communications/Public Relations 
Tamara Jean Hamlin, BA Holstein 
General Education 
Theresa Lynn Hammes, Ft. Dodge 
BA Education 
Speech - Language Pathology 
'' ;''Barbara McDowall Hansen, Cedar Falls 
BA 
Communications/Public Relations 
Bradley Eugene Hayes, BA Eldridge 
General Studies 
Brian Lee Hayungs, BA Clear Lake 
Communications/Public Relations 
;'Ann Harriet Healy, BME Cedar Falls 
Music Theatre 
Ann Virginia Helling, BA Dubuque 
English 
Sandra Kay Hemmer, BA Dubuque 
English 
Michael Dean Hendrickson, BA Charles City 
Art 
Daniel Eugene Higgins, BA Waterloo 
Art 
;' ;' Rebecca Lynn Higgins, Traer 
BA Education 
Speech - Language Pathology 
Alan Richard Hills, BA Cedar Falls 
Spanish 
Annette Hobbs, BA Ottumwa 
Art 
''Tanya Marie Hoegh, BM Brayton 
Music Education 
*John Charles Hogan, BA Waterloo 
Theatre Arts 
Timothy James Holl, BA Dubuque 
Communications/Public Relalions 
Tracy Hoodjer, BA Waterloo 
Communications/Radio-TV 
Carol Ann Horn, BA 
Spanish 
Donna Elisabeth Howard, BM 
Music - Performance 
Sharon Ann Hutchcroft, BFA 
Art 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Dubuque 
'''Joellen Jacobs, BA Education Independence 
Speech - Language Pathology 
Mary Knight Jaycox, BA Waterloo 
Commun icalions/ Radio-TV 
,·, '''Liane Marie Jepsen, Des Moines 
BA Education 
Speech - Language Pathology 
Martha Louise Johnston, Maple Grove, MN 
BA 
General Studies 
Beth Ann Jones, BA Rockwell City 
Communicalions/Public Relations 
Kristie Marie Kaiser, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Art 
Kevin Christopher Kane, BA Bernard 
Communications/Radio-TV 
Carla Jean Kellen, BA Alton 
Communications/Public Relations 
Patrick Joseph Kelly, BA Waterloo 
Communications/ Radio-TV 
Janelda Oberheu Kerns, BA Cedar Falls 
English 
'''Denton Eugene Ketels, BA Eldora 
Communicalions/Public Relations 
Kristine Theresa Klocke, BA Templeton 
Communialions/Public Relations 
Jennifer Ann Knudsen, BA Nashua 
Communications/Public Relations 
Ginger Ann Krauss, BA Cedar Falls 
Art 
Paul Edward Kreger, BA t Cedar Falls 
Communication & Theatre Arts 
Daryl James Kruger, BA Parkersburg 
Communications/Public Relations 
William John Lake, Jr., BA Rockwell City 
Music 
Jacqueline Kae Langenwalter, Ankeny 
BA Education 
English 
Gina Rae Larsen, BA 
Art 
James Robert Larson, BA 
Communications/Radio-TV 
Patricia Ann Laures, BA 
General Studies 
Lisa Jeanne Lay, BA 
General Studies 
Cedar Falls 
Dayton 
Davenport 
Bettendorf 
Julie Ann Leslein, BA Education Dubuque 
English 
Jennifer Ann Lett, BA t Mt. Laurel 
English 
Marianne Light, BA Cedar Rapids 
General Studies 
'''Daniel Louis Lobianco, BA Dubuque 
Communications/Public Relations 
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Paul Wayne Lubben, BA Cedar Falls 
Music 
*Lynn Louise Lux, BA Education Cherokee 
Speech - Language Pathology 
Christine Lea Manfull, BA Tama 
Communications/Public Relations 
Kimberly Beatrice Mann, BA Council Bluffs 
Art 
Andrew Paul Mauer, BA Waterloo 
Commun icationsl Radio-TV 
Jacqueline Kay McCarty, BA Larchwood 
Communications/Public Relations 
Anne M. McGonegle, BA Eldridge 
Communications/Public Relations · 
Kathy Kirsten McKenzie, BA Waterloo : 
Art 
'''David Dean Mechem, BA Clarion 
Communications/Radio-TV 
Linda Ann Melchert, BA Education Marion 
English 
''''''Gretchen Lee Meyer, BA Postville 
Communications/ Radio-TV 
David Edward Meyers, BA Maxwell 
General Studies 
''Lisa Kay Meyers, BA Corwith 
Communications/Public Relalions 
* '''Catherine Jean Michels, Urbandale 
BA Education 
Speech - Language Pathology 
'"'"''Jodee Marie Miller, BA Allison 
Communications/Radio-TV 
Neil Thomas Miller, BA Haverhill 
General Studies 
Reece Allen Miller, BA t Waterloo 
General Studies 
Kevin Lee Mills, BA Mallard 
Individual Studies 
''Linda Jean Mills, BM Charles City 
Music Education 
Mary Ellen Millsap, Cedar Rapids 
BA Education 
English 
'''Karen Marlene Mitchell, West Des Moines 
~ BA 
Theatre Arts 
'"'""Thomas E . Mixdorf, Waterloo 
BA Education 
English 
Mark Rindom Moore, BA Mediapolis 
General Studies 
''William Howard Myatt, Maquoketa 
BA Education 
Communicalion & Thea/re Aris 
Scott Alan Nelson, BA Des Moines 
Communications! Radio-TV 
0''''Gary Allen Ness, BFA Waverly 
Art 
Theresa Mary Neville, BA Bettendorf 
Communications/Public Relations 
,·, '''Gail Marie Niedert, BA Waterloo 
Communications/Public Relations 
Ann M. Noack, BA Van Meter 
Communications/Public Relations 
Lisa Ann Nollen, BA 
Communications/Radio-TV 
Mark Thomas Nurre, BA 
Art 
Burlington 
Cedar Falls 
Ann Louise Oatman, BA Storm Lake 
Communications/Public Relations 
Barbara Lynne Odneal, BA Gilbertville 
Communications/Public Relations 
'''Teri Daw Olson, BA Education Waterloo 
Speech - Language Pathology 
Laura Marie Ortiz, BA Mason City 
Music 
Kimberly Kay Perry, BA Education Laurens 
Communication & Theatre Arts 
Alan Drew Peterson, BA Seattle, WA 
Communications/ Radio-TV 
'''Mary Jeanette Peterson, BFA Cedar Falls 
Art 
Michael Richard Pijanowski, BA Elgin, IL 
Communications/Public Relations 
'""'Penny Jean Plautz, BA Prophetstown, IL 
General Studies 
William Troy Potter, BA Elmore, MN 
Communications/Radio-TV 
David Randall Primmer, BM Cedar Rapids 
Music Education 
''Jolene Alice Ptacek, BA Education Elma 
Art 
Jack Grason Ratekin, BA Cedar Falls 
English 
Julie Ann Rathbone, BA Cedar Falls 
Communications/Public Relations 
Mark Charles Reed, BA Waterloo 
Communications/Public Relations 
John William Reynolds, BA Cedar Falls 
Communications/Public Relations 
Melanie Beth Reynolds, Rochester, MN 
BA Education 
English 
''Jeffrey Alan Rickabaugh, BA Des Moines 
Communications/Public Relations 
Scott David Rippenkroeger, BA Ft. Madison 
Communications/Public Relations 
,·, ' 'Elizabeth Louise Robst, BA Chicago, IL 
English 
*Edward Charles Roche, Waterloo 
BA Education 
English 
Theodore Anthony Roland, BA Altoona 
Music 
Kevin Kenneth Ruegsegger, BA West Liberty 
Communication & Theatre Arts 
''Paula Kay Schimmer, BA Storm Lake 
Communications/Public Relations 
Lisa Marie Schoonover, BA Dysart 
Communications/Radio-TV 
Gregory Allen Schrader, BA Scotch Grove 
Theatre Arts 
Denise Renee Schroeder, BA Charter Oak 
English 
*Rhonda Etter Schroeder, Ionia 
BA Education (IH) 
Speech - Language Pathology 
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Robert William Schultz, BA Grundy Center 
Communications/Public Relations 
Stephen Thomas Shea, BA Dubuque 
Communications/Public Relations 
'''Laura Katherine Shelby, BA Hampton 
Spanish 
Donald N. Shileny, BA Lawler 
General Studies 
Richard James Shimon, BA Pocahontas 
Communications/Public Relations 
'"""''Donna Marie Somsky, BA Urbandale 
Spanish and Political Science 
'' '''Forest Lee Stewart, BM Des Moines 
Music Education 
'""'Mary Sue Stochl, BM Williamsburg 
Music Education 
Randy Warren Stone, Indianola 
BA Education 
Communication & Theatre Arts 
''"''Mary Tegeler Stoner, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Art 
'''Thomas E. Sueppel, BA Iowa City 
Communications/ Radio-TV 
''*'''Barbara Kiyomi Talbott, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Speech - Language Pathology 
Christine K. Thomas, Le Claire 
BA Education 
Speech - Language Pathology 
Jeanne Harris Tunwall, BA Cedar Falls 
Music 
Derek Scott Voy, BA Chapin 
Theatre Arts 
Susan Pankratz Wadle, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Art 
Kenneth Robert Wagenhofer, BA t Waterloo 
Communications/Public Relations 
Lori Ann Weber, BA Gilbertville 
Communications/Public Relations 
Bruce Alan Wedeking, BA Clarksville 
Philosophy & Religion 
Deborah Lynne Weidler, BA t New Hampton 
General Studies 
Kristie Lynn Willert, BA Lake Benton, MN 
Communications/Public Relations 
Steven Robert Willett, BFA Cedar Falls 
Art 
Eric Albert Worden, BA Manchester 
Communications/Public Relations 
Lisa Marie Wilson, BA Education Indianola 
Art 
Monte Lee Young, BFA Britt 
Art 
Susan Kay Youngblut, BA Evansdale 
Communications/Public Relations 
Jeanette Eileen Zeigler, BFA Iowa Falls 
Art 
'''Kathy A. Zenkovich, BA Sioux City 
Communications/Public Relations 
College of Natural Sciences 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
'""'Highest Honors 3.75 or higher 
'' ''High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
''Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
64 hour minimum at UNI 
t Graduated March 3, 1984 
•"'Jeffrey Joseph Adamovicz, BA Waukee 
Biology 
Michael J. Adams, BA Dubuque 
Industry 
Harvey Dean Aikman, BA Charles City 
Science - Physical Therapy 
David Joseph Altman, BA Earling 
Chemistry and Economics 
,e.-, Jacqueline Miller Anhalt, BA Cedar Falls 
Chemistry 
Meor Mohd Azhar, Ipoh, Perak, Malaysia 
BA 
Physics 
•''Jon Jay Bachman, BT Cedar Falls 
Construction Technology 
Mary C. Bauer, BA Cedar Falls 
Chemistry and Computer Science 
•'' Andrea L. Bean, BA Washington 
Computer Science 
Steven Dale Behlers, BA Sioux City 
Computer Information Systems 
Joseph Benetti, BA Education Belmond 
Industrial Arts 
Morgan Stacy Bickel, BA Anita 
Industry 
,·, •'Diane Day Blaker, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Biology 
James Joseph Bocek, BA Lansing 
Industry 
.. ,..,Philip Winburn Boysen, BA Cedar Falls 
Industry 
•' Willis Kelner Bramwell, BA Cedar Falls 
Physics and Industrial Technology 
Anthony Leo Braun, BT Granville 
Construction Technology 
Keith Allan Brown, BA Davenport 
Mathematics 
Leroy Richard Brown, BA Ames 
Industry 
Robert Allan Brus, BA Education McGregor 
Industrial Arts 
Steven Craig Buckert, BA Waterloo 
Industry 
Barbara Jane Buhr, BA Randalia 
Science: Medical Technology 
•' Burton Anthony Burns, Waterloo 
BA Education 
Earth Science 
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•'""Michelle Bohlen Cain, BT 
Power and Energy Technology 
Jeffrey Jon Campbell, BA 
Industry 
Waterloo 
Denver 
Jorge V. Cereijo, BA Caracas, Venezuela 
Computer Science 
Maria Perez de Cereijo, Caracas, Venezuela 
BA 
Computer Science and Mathematics 
Marshelle E. Clark, BA Education Lake Mills 
Biology 
Michael Wendell Conrad, BT Waterloo 
Power and Energy Technology 
,''Joseph William Cook, BA Waterloo 
Computer Science 
Steven A. Cordes, BA Dike 
Industry 
,.,.., .. , Ann Dea Davis, BA Knoxville 
Science 
,, •''Charles Allen Daws, BA Cedar Falls 
Chemistry and Physics and Mathematics 
Diana Kay Dobish, BA Clear Lake 
Biology 
Steven John Duff, Des Moines 
BA Education 
Industrial Arts 
David Walter Dunning, Waterloo 
BA Education 
Industrial Arts 
David Joseph Ehrlich, BA Dyersville 
Science 
Jeff Engelken, BT Dyersville 
Construction Technology 
•''Bruce Alan Epling, BA Hudson 
Geology 
Sharon Kay Fahey, BA Dubuque 
Computer Science 
William W. Failor, BT Ankeny 
Construction Technology 
,''Timothy Richard Fetzer, BA Dubuque 
Industry 
,,..,..,Christopher Charles Foy, BA Britt 
Chemistry 
Kenneth A. Gallagher, Waterloo 
BA Education 
Industrial Arts and Safety Education 
.. , ''Bruce Edward Gates, BA Des Moines 
Science: Environmental Planning 
Paul Daniel Gerken , BT 
Construction Technology 
James Scott Gleason, BA 
Industry 
Kathy Sue Goodman , BA 
Indu stry 
Mary Katherine Graff, BA 
Computer Science 
Duane Michae l Grant, BA 
Indu stry 
Wallace Ray Green 
Chemistry - Marketing 
Daniel Paul Greenfield, 
BA Education 
Earth Science and Science 
Brenda Jean Greenlee , BA 
Biotechnology 
David Gerard Gross , BA 
Chemistry and Biology 
James William Gustaf, BT 
Indus trial Technology 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Spencer 
Britt 
La mont 
Sumner 
Chariton 
Earling 
Rock Rapids 
Steven Francis Hagarty, BT Jesup 
Industrial Technology 
,·, ''' Terry Joseph Hancock, BT Cedar Falls 
Indu strial Technology 
...... Kathryn Jones Hansen, BA Cedar Falls 
Indu stry 
'' Sandra Lee Hauser, BA Anamosa 
Biology 
Russell Warren Hibbing , Independence, MO 
BA 
Computer Science 
David John Hilgemann , BA Cedar Fa lls 
Physics 
Michael John Hill, BA Cedar Rapids 
Chemistry - Marketing 
Zachary Thomas Holcomb, BA Conyers, GA 
Biology 
...... John Thomas Holm , Ankeny 
BA Education 
Mathematics 
Ronnie Dean Holman, BA Evansdale 
Indu stry 
...... Randall Robert Holmes, BA Swaledale 
Physics and Mathematics 
Kevin Charles Hough, BT Underwood 
Indu strial Technology 
'''*Clair John Huber, BA New Hampton 
Biology 
''" '' Jeannette Mae Huling, BA Britt 
Biology 
Robert Willis Humble, 
BA Education 
Industrial Arts 
Webster City 
'''Mark Huntrods, BA Education Collins 
Science 
Kent Joseph Hurlburt , BA Sherrill 
Computer Information Systems 
Neil John Jennings, BA Education Orchard 
Biology 
'' '' '' LeAnn Jensen , BA Climbing Hill . 
Biology 
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Keith Francis Jirak , BA Cedar Falls 
Industry 
David Arthur Johnson, Huntington , NY 
BA Education 
Physics 
Mark Frederick Jones , BA Waterloo 
Biology 
William Lawrence Jones, BT Lockport, IL 
Power and Energy Technology 
Scot Jeffrey Kelly, BA Cedar Falls 
Geology 
'' *Todd Melvin Kelly, BA Cherokee 
Geology 
Philip Thrasher Kennedy, BA Waterloo 
Computer Science 
Loren Lee Keppy, BA Education Durant 
Indu strial Arts 
'' Philip G. Kies, BT Nashua 
Industrial Technology 
Terrence Dean King, BA Waterloo 
Industry 
Chris Alan Knee, BA Education Urbandale 
Industrial Arts 
Roger Lee Knutson, 
BA Education 
Biology 
Stewartsville , MN 
Joanne Kontos , BA 
Biology 
''' Robert Charles Kosbau, BA 
Biology 
Todd R. Krause, BA 
Industry 
* '"''Shawn Renee Kress , BA 
Biology 
Steven Blaine Kroska, 
BA Education 
Industrial Arts 
Larry Dean Krough, BA 
Biology 
'°""'' Robert Allen Lee , BA 
Biology 
''Doron Joel Lehmann, BA 
Mathematics 
Kevin Karl Litchfield, 
BA Education 
Industrial Arts 
Waterloo 
Gilbert 
Cedar Falls 
Waterloo 
Pomeroy 
Ft. Dodge 
Avoca 
Cedar Falls 
Nashua 
David Wayne Lott, BA Education Waterloo 
Industrial Arts and Safety Education 
Laurie Ann Love, BA Britt 
Biology 
''* Mark Joseph Luch tel , BT Milford 
Industrial Technology 
Margaret L. Lyons, BA Cedar Falls 
Computer Information Systems 
''' Janet Mary Manderscheid, BA Maquoketa 
Computer Science 
'''' '' Burton Francis Marlowe, Clinton 
BA Education 
Mathematics 
'',.,'' Lorraine M. Maruth , 
BA Education 
Mathematics 
Davenport 
Marvin Jerome May, BT 
Construction Technology 
Richard Lee Maynard, BA 
Industry 
Christian Ubadi Mbanefo, 
BT 
Industrial Technology 
Mt. Pleasant 
Vail 
Plateau State, 
Nigeria 
June Leroi McBride, BA La Porte City 
Computer Science 
,.,.."'John David McCann , BA Waterloo 
Chemistry 
.... "Mary Jean McIntyre, BA Grimes 
Computer Information Systems 
Scott Wayne McLerran, BA Donnellson 
Mathematics 
Lori Webb McNamee, Lake City 
BA Education 
Earth Science and Geology 
'' '''Beth Ann Methfessel, BA Cedar Falls 
Science: Physical Therapy 
Mitchell Jon Meyer, BA Denver 
Computer Science 
'"'""June Renae Millard, BA Ames 
Chemistry 
Curtis John Miller, BT Bettendorf 
Industrial Technology 
Jeffrey Lynn Mills, BA Denver 
Industry 
Maheran Mohamed Taiping, Malaysia 
Jaffar, BA 
Physics and Mathematics 
Jacquelyn Yvonne Moore, BA Chicago, IL 
Science 
,·, '''Patrick James Moore, BA Davenport 
Computer Information Systems 
Kaye Therese Moothart, BA Cedar Falls 
Chemistry - Marketing 
Daniel Lee Morris, BA Waterloo 
Industry 
Steven Bruce Mosebach, BT Tama 
Construction - Technology 
'''Bradley Mark Muhlenbruck, Thornton 
BA Education 
Earth Science and Science 
'''''Jody Keith Nelson, BA Burlington 
Biology 
''"''Jeff Norem, BA Education Clear Lake 
Mathematics 
Jana Marie Oebser, 
BA Education 
New Hampton 
Science: Environment/Conservation Educa-
tion 
David Paul Overton, BA Oskaloosa 
Biology and Chemistry 
''"''Lynn Dean Owen, BA Audubon 
Chemistry 
Stephen Allan Papini, BT Cedar Falls 
Industrial Technology 
Janice Kae Parker, BA Education Carlisle 
Chemistry 
Janine Rae Parker, BA Education Carlisle 
Chemistry 
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Dennis M. Parks, BA Education Garwin 
Industrial Arts 
,·, '''Sue Read Pine, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Biology 
Lynn Marie Pitz, BA Education Epworth 
Industrial Arts and Art 
'''Lee Shefte Potter, BA Cedar Falls 
Geology 
James Allen Ralston, BA Waterloo 
Mathematics 
'"''Gregory Robert Rasmuson, BA Britt 
Mathematics 
Paul Douglas Reiners, BA Mason City 
Mathematics 
Kolleen Frances Reinert, BA Ankeny 
Mathematics 
Brian Bernard Relph, BA Colfax 
Industry 
William John Rice, BA Greene 
Physics 
Rechelle Ranae Rickels, Monticello 
BA Education 
Biology 
Scott Gary Rickels, Monticello 
BA Education 
Industrial Arts 
'"'""Richard James Riehle, BA Calmar 
Chemistry 
''Walter Timothy Rogers , BT Waterloo 
Industrial Technology 
,.,..,Tony Richard Rogerson, BA Des Moines 
Biology 
'' '''DeLon Nyle Schmitt, BT Grundy Center 
Power and Energy Technology 
Scott John Schneider, BA Cedar Falls 
Computer Science 
Gary Lavern Schuler, BA Education Dows 
Industrial Arts 
Dick G. Seegmiller, BA Dysart 
Industry 
Michael Kevin Sheets, BA Des Moines 
Industry 
Gary E. Sinnwell, BA Education Waterloo 
Mathematics 
Cindy SuAnn Sivesind, BA Independence 
Biology 
Stacey Alan Skinner, Bettendorf 
BA Education 
Biology 
'' ''' Greg Steven Skopec, BA Cedar Rapids 
Biology 
Sheila Ellen Soehner, BA Hilton, NY 
Industry 
Robin Lynn Staker, BA Education Reinbeck 
Earth Science 
Richard John Stroner, BA Dunkerton 
Industry 
Thomas Joseph Tavenor, Harper Woods , MI 
BA 
Computer Science 
''*Ronald Paul Thiele, BA Dysart 
Science 
Tony Duane Thompson, BA Eagle Grove 
Computer Information Systems 
Nole Lewis Trustin, BA Parkersburg 
Industry 
Rosanne Uthe Van Dyke, Hampton 
BA Education 
Mathematics 
,'..',Loren Mark Vander Schaaf, Rock Valley 
BT 
Industrial Technology 
Mark Daryl Vogl, BT Rock Rapids 
Industrial Technology 
James Douglas Wagoner, BT Waterloo 
Construction Technology 
Jeantee M. Wallis, BA Bettendorf 
Industry 
Steven Mark Walsh, BT Mason City 
Indus trial Technology 
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Cathy Sue Weber, BA Holy Cross 
Biology 
Jay Thomas Weber, BA New Hampton 
Industry 
David L. Weiland, BT Britt 
Construction Technology 
,._,._,•,Terry Deane Wellner, BA La Porte City 
Computer Information Systems and 
Mathematics 
Daniel E. West, BT Cedar Rapids 
Industrial Technology 
Mark Lee White, BA Lost Nation 
Computer Information Systems 
Jean Knox Yegge, BA Cedar Falls 
Chemistry 
John David Zander, BA Cedar Falls 
Computer Information Systems 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
,',HHighest Honors 3.75 or higher 
*''High Honors 3.50 to 3.75 
'''Honors 3.25 to 3.50 
64 hour minimum at UNI 
tGraduated March 3, 1984 
Brent Wesley Abel, BA 
Polilical Science 
Pamela Jean Ammerman , BA 
Social Work 
Cheryl Jean Anderson, BA 
Social Work 
Thomas Joel Anderson, BA 
Geography 
Jamie Alan Argotsinger, 
BA Education 
Hislory 
'°"';Patricia Annette Babcock, 
BA Education 
Home Economics - Vocalional 
Ottumwa 
Washburn 
Lake Mills 
Cedar Falls 
Nevada 
Indianola 
Sharon Fay Baer, BA Ankeny 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Texliles 
Brent Kevin Barlow, BA Education Atlantic 
Hislory 
Diane L. Barrer, BA Education Mitchellville 
Sociology 
Angela Marie Battani , BA Algona 
Social Work 
Nancy Ann Bauer, BA Carroll 
Polilical Science 
,'; Kristin Renae Baughman, BA Newell 
Sociology 
,;,•; Nancy Nagel Beall , New Hartford 
BA Education 
Home Economics - Voca/ional 
Tamara Louise 
Beall-Thomas, BA Cedar Rapids 
Social Work 
Jeffrey David Beckmann , BA Anamosa 
Sociology 
Penny Ann Behrensmeyer, BA Davenport 
Psychology 
Debbie Ann Bemrich, BA Belmond 
Psychology 
Laura Jeanne Bischoff, BA Ft. Dodge 
Home Economics: Design & 
Human Environment 
,•; Jason Warren Bobst, BA Dubuque 
Psychology 
Michele Perrin Braughton , BA Mason City 
Psychology 
Christine Hinrichs Bretey, BA Mason City 
Home Economics in Business: 
Food & Nutrition 
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Elizabeth Elaine Broshar, BA Waterloo 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
,•; Laurie Ann Brown, BA Sharpsburg 
History 
';;; Randal Dennis Brown Waterloo 
Psychology 
Adriane Marie Budweg, BA New Hampton 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
Michael Ray Bulanek, BA Cedar Falls 
Sociology and Psychology 
Tom Clement Burke, BA Anamosa 
Social Work 
Kimbra Joy Burkle, BA Nashua 
Social Work 
John Carl Cacciatore , Des Moines 
BA Education 
Political Science 
Philip Terry Calvin, Cedar Falls 
BA Education 
Social Science 
'"' James Marvin Carney, BA Marengo 
History 
Robin Andrews Clark, BA Rochester, MN 
Social Work 
Lorrie Ann Classon, BA Hiawatha 
Home Economics in Business: 
Fashion Merchandising 
';Michael Jeffrey Cook, BA West Des Moines 
History 
Janice Schultz Cooper, Grundy Center 
BA Education 
Social Science 
Sharon Louise Crawford, BA Cedar Rapids 
Social Work 
';Valerie Deanne Crees, BA Des Moines 
Home Economics: Family Services 
Jeffrey Alan Cross, BA Education Waterloo 
History 
Rodney Allen Cross, Charles City 
BA Education 
History 
Keri Curtis-Hohnbaum, BA Duncanville, TX 
Home Economics: Design & 
Human Environment 
;; * *Debra Kettner Damge, BA Waterloo 
Psychology 
'' '''Patricia Perry Daubs, BA Waverly 
Home Economics in Business: 
Food & Nutrition 
''Curtis David Diemer, BA Education Britt 
Social Science 
David Lee Doerzman, Clarinda 
BA Education t 
History 
'',.,*Rochelle Miller Dolan, BA Evansdale 
Social Work 
'''Sondra Huber Dole, BA Waverly 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
Daniel Patrick Downs, BA Mason City 
Sociology 
,., ''Cheryl Patricia Duhme, BA La Motte 
Social Work 
Dennis John Dunlay, BA Education Waterloo 
History 
Alan Roger Dyal, BA Cedar Rapids 
Sociology 
Rose Marie Eagen, BA Detroit Lakes, MN 
Social Work 
Bruce Floyd Eckenrod, BA Education Rudd 
History 
Markay Catherine Eisele, BA Cedar Rapids 
Psychology 
Bruce Allen Elkema, BA Cedar Falls 
Sociology 
John Louis Feld, BA Manchester 
Political Science 
Susan Mary Fessler, BA Dubuque 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
L. Michael Fettkether, BA Education Jesup 
Social Science 
Victoria Grace Frideres, 
BA Education 
Social Science 
Algona 
Jamie Ann Friedman, BA Dubuque 
Sociology 
Jo Ann Hemenway Gardner, BA Olathe, KS 
Anthropology 
''Peggy Lynn Gilbraith, Neola 
BA Education 
Social Science 
''''*Stacey Schieffer 
Gillman, BA Council Bluffs 
Psychology 
Joseph Leroy Gobeli, BA Lake City 
Social Work 
Kathryn Ann Gootee, BA 
Social Work 
*''*Joyce Ellen Gordon, BA 
Social Work 
Darryl Edward Goree, BA 
Sociology 
Robin Renee Gray, BA 
Social Work 
Pamela Jo Griffin, BA 
Social Work 
David Scott Hall, BA 
Political Science 
Waterloo 
Northwood 
Inkster, MI 
Le Grand 
Burlington 
Hudsori 
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*Tarasa Lynn Halligan, BA 
Psychology 
Jon Gervase Hanken, BA 
Political Science 
''""Alicia Fae Hanson, 
BA Education 
Waterloo 
Ossian 
Ft. Dodge 
Home Economics - Vocational and 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing and Textiles 
Mike Heinen, BA Brooklyn 
Geography 
Timothy James Heisterkamp, Onawa 
BA Education 
Social Science 
Erik William Hertzer, BA Waterloo 
Geography 
*''Anne Marie Hlas, BA Toledo 
Social Work 
""Christopher Wells Holmes, BA Des Moines 
Psychology 
Patricia Ann Horn, Des Moines 
BA Education 
Political Science and History 
Michael James Houchins, BA Ogden 
Political Science 
Robert Kent Howe, II, BA Urbandale 
Sociology 
Elizabeth Ann Jackson, BA Marion 
Sociology 
''Clare Ann Harshbarger Cedar Falls 
Jacobsmeier, BA 
Social Work 
Dan Louis Jenson, BA Dunkerton 
Political Science and 
Russian Studies 
*''Kathryn Deitrick Johnson, BA Urbandale 
Psychology 
Regina Lea Kaloupek, BA North Liberty 
Home Economics: Design & 
Human Environment 
Jeanne Marie Kanne, BA t Carroll 
Social Science 
Cynthia Yarrington Kittleson, BA Waterloo 
Anthropology 
Thomas Donald Koopman, BA Newhall 
Political Science 
,·,''John Christopher 
Kroeger, BA Independence 
Psychology 
Mark William Kuenstling, BA Waterloo 
Geography 
David Paul Kuethe, Tripoli 
BA Education 
History 
Timothy Allyn Lawson, BA Dundee 
Sociology 
Daniel John Lerch, BA Martelle 
Sociology 
Paul George Lindeman, BA Waterloo 
Economics 
Bruce Raymond Litteaur, BA Waterloo 
Political Science 
Larry Lopez, BA t Ankeny 
Social Work 
,·,,·,James Bernerd Lynch , BA 
Social Work 
'''Constance Lynn, BA 
History 
Gregory James Matthias , BA 
Psychology 
Kevin Lee McAninch, BA 
Social Work 
,.,,.,Michael James McBride , 
BA Education 
Political Science 
Theresa Joanne McCabe , BA 
Psychology 
Mark Stephen McDonnel , BA 
Sociology 
'' ''Theresa Kay Meinecke, BA 
Social Work 
Robin Kristine Miller, BA 
Social Work 
Ankeny 
Cedar Falls 
Cedar Falls 
Des Moines 
Elma 
Des Moines 
Monticello 
Jefferson 
Story City 
Kevin Lee Mills, BA Mallard 
Individual Studies 
Undergraduate Thesis: "Issues 
in Law Enforcement in the l 980's." 
Elizabeth Ann Murray, BA Iowa City 
Public Administration 
Brian Todd Myers, BA t Des Moines 
Social Science 
Deyenna Lynn Naeve, BA Clinton 
Psychology 
Ruth Marsha Nelson, St. Anthony 
BA Education 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Richard Allen Newbrough, Humboldt 
BA Education 
History 
Bill J. O'Connell, BA Frederika 
History 
Kimberly O'Day, BA Waterloo 
Psychology 
Henrietta Dumebi Yaba Lagos, Nigeria 
Okonta, BA 
Home Economics - General 
Daniel Joseph Olson, BA Waterloo 
Sociology 
Elaine Kay Osmundson, West Union 
BA Education 
Home Economics - Vocational 
''' Sheryl Ouderkirk Atlantic 
Psychology 
,.,,.,,·, Karen Birgit Paul, BA Muscatine 
Psychology 
Traci Schwartz Peterzalek, BA Marshalltown 
Social Work 
David D. Pope, BA 
Psychology 
Steven Micheal Potter, BA 
Psychology 
''' Sandra Kay Prill 
Psychology 
James Daryl Rasmussen, BA 
Sociology 
Lovilia 
Burlington 
Glen Ellyn, IL 
Waterloo 
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Jennifer Lee Ratcliff, BA Cedar Rapids 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
''' Michele Marie Reilly, BA Algona 
Political Science 
Thomas Michael Riordan, BA Carroll 
Public Administration and 
Political Science 
Thea Ann Roberts , BA Blairstown 
Social Work 
Harland Charles Robinson, BA Cedar Falls 
Political Science 
,., ,·, '''Marian Laverne Rueter, BA Lake, View 
Psychology 
James Charles Russell, BA Cedar Falls 
Political Science and 
Public Administration 
Harry William Sammons, Ottumwa 
BA Education 
History 
Karla Sue Samuelson, BA Tripoli 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
Kathryn Essler Scheidel, BA Cresco 
Social Science 
Mary Lou Schreck, BA Ft. Dodge 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
Joseph Allan Schreder, BA Cedar Rapids 
Sociology 
,.,,.'Julie Ann Schroeder, BA Dubuque 
Psychology 
Brian Kent Schuler, BA Waterloo 
Economics 
'''Susan Turner Schulz, BA t Monona 
Social Work 
''"''°' Julie Marie Scott, BA Madison, WI 
Psychology 
Robert Duane Sharp, BA Charles City 
History 
*Laurie Ann Shearer, BA Storm Lake 
Psychology 
Lisa Chittick Sherry, BA Waterloo 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
Robert Cary Short , BA Education Cedar Falls 
History 
Delwyn Dale Showalter, Mt. Pleasant 
BA Education 
Social Science 
Nancy Louise Simon, BA Sioux Rapids 
Psychology 
Perry Lee Singer, BA West Des Moines 
Political Science 
''Cindy Ann Smith, BA Hudson 
Home Economics in Business: 
Clothing & Textiles 
Lonny Bill Smith, BA State Center 
Social Work 
Lisa Ann Soper, BA Education Washington 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Dean Scott Stamp, BA Harlan 
History 
Janet Ann Stuedemann , BA Clinton 
Psychology 
,·, Angela Bowers Stukenberg , BA Cedar Falls 
Home Economics: Family Services 
Judith Lea Tate, BA Education Tipton 
Social Science 
Patrice Ann Thomas, BA Independence 
Geography 
Nancy Kae Tiedje , BA t Wheatland 
Home Economics: Design & 
Human Environment 
Sandra Rae Tippett , BA La Porte City 
Social Work 
Nancy Rae Tomlin , BA 
Psychology 
Newton 
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Becky Kay Van Hauen , BA 
Social Work 
Laura Wallace, BA 
Social Work 
Cedar Falls 
Knoxville 
Ted James Wallace, BA Ottumwa 
History 
Jill Anne tte Walling, BA Education Oelwein 
Psychology 
'°"'"" Merry Ann Wilson, BA Janesville 
Psychology 
James Paul Wilson, III, BA Waterloo 
Political Science 
Julie Ann Wolf, BA Education Pilot Mound 
Home Economics - Vocational 
Graduate College 
Candidates for Degrees 
Notes: 
tDegree awarded March 3, 1984 
Brian Alvin Ahlschwede, B .S., 1976, University of Nebraska Waterloo 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Dale Alan Amunson, B.S., 1969, Iowa State University Clarksville 
M.A.; Technology 
Donna Kirkpatrick Anderson, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; Special Education 
Nancy Ann Aossey, B.A., 1982, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Rapids 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Deborah Jo Williams Barkley, B.A., 1973, William Penn College Toledo 
M.A.E .; Educational Psychology: Teaching 
Patricia Ann Ryan Barta, B.A., 1978, B.A., 1982, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A .; Speech Pathology 
Shelda Jean Hertzke Beener, B.A., 1977, Wartburg College Cedar Falls 
M.A .; Counseling 
Keith Alan Benjamin, B.M.E., 1982, Morningside College Estherville 
M.M.; Performance (Trumpet) 
Kevin James Boatright, B.A., 1974, Nebraska Wesleyan University; M.A., 1975, Cedar Falls 
University of Iowa 
M.A .; History 
Catherine Malloy Buehner, B.A., 1977, University of Northern Iowa Williamsburg 
M.A.E .; Special Education 
David Allan Canell, B.M.E ., 1982, University of Northern Colorado Scottsbluff, NE 
M.M.; Performance (Voice) 
Richard Alan Capps, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M .B.A.; Business Administration 
Cindy Sue Angel Cooley, B.A., 1982, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Kathleen McComas Curphy, B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa Toledo 
M.A.E.; Elementary Guidance and Counseling 
Evelyn Marie Findley Duesbury, B.A., 1978, University of Northern Iowa New Hampton 
M.B.A .; Business Administration 
Mac Alan Duff, B.A., 1981, Upper Iowa University Fayette 
M.B.A .; Business Administration 
Randeen Audrey Mork Ellefson, B .A., 1982, Wartburg College Waverly 
M.A.; Health Education 
Mary Lou Breitbach Estep, B.A., 1981, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; Middle School/Junior High 
Steve C. Firman, B.S ., 1976, University of Iowa Waterloo 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Gertrude Kangas Franti, B.S ., 1969, Northern Michigan University Jesup 
M.A.E .; Special Education 
Carol Ann Johnson Garrett , B.A ., 1981, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A .; English 
Linda Sue Hartmann, A.B., 1975, Augustana College Waterloo 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Steven L. Hastings, B .S ., 1971, Parsons College Waterloo 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Theodore Charles Heine, Jr., A.B., 1954, Cornell University; Waverly 
M.A., 1960, Middlebury College; M.S ., 1968, George Washington University 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Timothy Layton Houts, B.A., 1977, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; Elementary Guidance and Counseling 
Colleen Marie McGee Jarosh , B.S., 1980, Upper Iowa University Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; Educational Psychology 
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Lynda Joy Bowen Jenkins, B.S., 1982, Langston University 
M.A.; Political Science 
Deanna Sue Johnson, B.M., 1979, University of Northern Iowa 
M.M.; Performance (Flute) 
Tulsa, OK 
Cedar Falls 
George Joseph Johnson,t B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Marshalltown 
M.A.; Business Education 
Don Henry Kersten,t B.A., 1977, Michigan State University Falls Church, VA 
M.A.; Spanish 
Charles Albert Knudsen, B.A., 1977, University of Northern Iowa Waverly 
M.B.A .; Business Administration 
Pamela Mueller Leahy, B.A. , 1971, University of Northern Iowa Independence 
M.A.E.; Remedial Reading 
Linda Reed Lee, B.A., 1976, William Penn College Sigourney 
M.A.E.; Educational Psychology: Teaching 
Paul Eldon Lippstock, B.A., 1974, Loras College; M.Div ., 1978, St . Paul Seminary Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
Marnell Keas Lyle, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.E.; Developmental Reading: Secondary 
Gregory Allen Mains, B.A., 1976, University of Northern Iowa Fort Dodge 
M.A.; Counseling 
Timothy Jon Mattson, B.S ., 1977, Iowa State University Cedar Falls 
M.B .A.; Business Administration 
Kathy Thomas McCormack, B.A., 1974, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A .; Music Education 
Mark M. McVey, B.A., 1976, University of Northern Iowa Marshalltown 
M.A.E.; Elementary Guidance and Counseling 
Robert Philip Moore, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.; Communications Media 
Richard Andrew Nikolaisen, B.A. , 1973, Richmond College; 
M.Div., 1979, Wartburg Theological Seminary Traer 
M.A.; Counseling 
Jimmy Alan Off, B.S., 1976, Mankato State University; M.B.A. , 1981, 
Golden Gate University Iowa Falls 
M.A.; Technology 
James Edward Onsager,t B.S., 1974, Mount Mercy College Waukon 
M.A.; Business Education 
Jolene Phyllis Peck, B.A., 1982, University of Northern Iowa Mason City 
M.A.E.; College Student Personnel Services 
Robert Frederick Pedersen, B.A., 1973, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M .B.A. ; Business Administration 
Elaine Lambert Pfalzgraf, B.A., 1969, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A .; Counseling 
Susan Pedersen Polashek, B.A., 1970, University of Northern Iowa Wauzeka, WI 
M.A.; Library Science 
George Hyde Redding III,t B.A., 1976, University of Colorado Santa Fe, NM 
M.A.; Spanish 
Joe Eldon Renning, B.A., 1982, University of Northern Iowa Shell Rock 
M .B.A.; Business Administration 
Elaine Robinson, B.S ., 1975, Virginia State University Charleston, S.C. 
M.A.E.; College Student Personnel Services 
Richard Daniel Roussell, B.A., 1982, University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls 
M.A.; German 
Thesis: Die Ausbruchsversuche des Individuums in einigen Werken von Peter Handke 
Kathie Jean Schluter, B.A., 1974, Luther College Charles City 
M.A .; Physical Education 
Thesis : The Effect of Written Tests on Learning in Elementary Physical Education 
Debra Weaver Shoopman, B.A. , 1975, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.; Counseling 
Roger Wayne Sommerlot, B.S., 1980, Iowa State University Union 
M.A.; Physical Education 
Lois Jane Staff, B.A., 1976, University of Northern Iowa Waterloo 
M.A.; Counseling 
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Kristin Dot Stewart, B.A. , 1981, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.E.; College Student Personnel Services 
Susan Su-Chen Tsai, B.A., 1972 , Chinese Culture University 
M.M.; Conducting 
Kumiko Urakawa, B.A., 1980, Tohoku Gakuin University 
M.A.; Library Science 
Karen Elaine Van Norman, B.A. , 1981, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Biology 
Thesis: A Survey of the Vascular Flora of Black Hawk County, Iowa 
Mary Wierenger Warbasse, B.A., 1968, Northwestern College 
M.A.E.; Secondary Guidance and Counseling 
Keith Wayne Weifenbach, B.A., 1971, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.; Mathematics 
Kendall Duane Wessel, B.A., 1979, Wartburg College 
M.A.; Biology 
Thesis: Applications of Aerial Imagery in Identification of Natural Area 
Marion Fritschi Wiley, B.A., 1964, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.E.; Special Education 
Keith Albert Williams, B.A., 1978, Luther College 
M.B.A.; Business Administration 
Michael James Wood, B.A., 1975, University of Northern Iowa 
M.B.A .; Business Administration 
Michael J. Woodall, B.A., 1979, University of Northern Iowa 
M.A.E.; Elementary Principal 
Phyllis Eileen Wyatt-Woodruff, B.A., 1972, Lake Forest College 
M.A.E.; College Student Personnel Services 
Specialist in Education 
Joan Darlyn Barringer, B.S.E., 1964, Northern Illinois University; 
M.A., 1973, University of Iowa 
Curriculum Consultant 
Thesis: Attitudes of Secondary Teachers Toward Mainstreaming 
Mildly Educationally Handicapped Students 
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Nora Springs 
Tapiei, Taiwan 
Shirakawa, Japan 
Moville 
Cedar Rapids 
Dike 
Cedar Falls . 
Cedar Falls 
Waverly 
Waterloo 
Eagle Grove 
Oelwein 
Sheboygan, WI 
University Commencement Committee 
Robert D. Leahy, Chair 
Robert Bowlsby 
Clark K. Elmer 
Judith Harrington 
Jay Edelnant 
William Shepherd 
Robert J. Simpson 
Gordon Timpany 
Program: Judith Harrington, Chair; Johanna Heyenga; Robert D. Leahy; Robert Simpson; Susan 
Chilcott 
Production and Processional: Gordon A. Timpany, Chair; Robert Bowls by; Jay Edelnant; Clark K. 
Elmer; Philip Patton; William Sheperd 
Faculty Marshals: Mary Nan Aldridge, Carol Cooper, Darrel Davis, Charles V.L. Dedrick, Joan 
Diamond , Saul Diamond , Joan Duea, Len Froyen, Donald W . Gray, James Handorf, Marvin 
Heller, Douglas M. Hieber, Sharon Moore, Lee H. Nicholas, Jack Reed, Gordon A. Timpany, 
James Wilmesmeier 
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College Organization 
All instruction at the University is offered through four undergraduate colleges and the 
School of Business . Graduate degrees are conferred by the Graduate College . 
School of Business 
Accounting 
Business Education 
Individual Studies 
College of Education 
Community Health Education 
Community Recreation 
Early Childhood Education 
Elementary Education/Lower 
Elementary Education/Upper 
Elementary Education/Remedial 
Reading 
Elementary Education/Special 
Education 
College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
American Studies 
Art 
Audiology 
Communication and Theatre Arts 
Communications/Public Relations 
Communications/Radio-TV 
English 
English Linguistics/Modern 
Languages 
French 
General Studies 
German 
Humanities 
Individual Studies 
English and Foreign Languages 
Latin American Studies 
Music 
College of Natural Sciences 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Chemistry - Marketing 
Computer Science 
Computer Information Systems 
Construction Technology 
Earth Science 
General Studies 
Geology 
Individual Studies 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
American Studies 
Anthropology 
Asian Studies 
Economics 
General Studies 
Geography 
History 
Home Economics 
Graduate College 
Management 
Marketing 
Administrative Management 
General Studies 
Health Education 
Individual Studies 
Middle School/Junior High 
School Education 
Physical Education 
Safety Education 
Therapeutic Recreation 
Music Education 
Music/Performance 
Music Theatre 
Music/Theory-Composition 
Philosophy 
Religion 
Russian Area Studies 
Spanish 
Speech 
Speech-Language Pathology 
Teaching English to Speakers 
of Other Languages (TESOL) 
TESOL/Modern Languages 
Theatre Arts 
Industrial Arts Education 
Industrial Technology 
Industry 
Mathematics 
Physics 
Science 
Technical Institute 
Trade and Industrial 
Education 
Individual Studies 
Latin American Studies 
Poli ti cal Science 
Psychology 
Social Science 
Social Work 
Sociology 
All graduate degree candidates are listed under the Graduate College. 
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The Academic Procession 
The President's Party forms the first section of the academic procession. Headed by the com-
mencement ma rshal, it includes the president, members of the State Board of Regents and of the 
General Assembly, other platform-guests, and the vice-presidents, deans and other principal 
University officials. 
The commencement marshal carries the University Mace , designed and fashioned for the 
Centennial Commencement in 1976 by Randall Swanson, at that time a freshman majoring in 
Industrial Arts. A traditional symbol of authority , the mace is a carved wood rod capped with ends 
of cast bronze, with the top carrying the seal of the University . The sterling silver chain worn by the 
president was also created for the Centennial Commencement. It was designed and constructed by 
Martin Peterson, then a junior majoring in art, and it memorializes the historical evolution of the 
University by carrying the seals of the Iowa State Normal School, the Iowa State Teachers College, 
the State College of Iowa , and the University of Northern Iowa . 
The procession continues with the faculty. The heads of the departments come first, led by the 
chairperson of the faculty, and the chairperson of the Faculty Senate is the marshal for the 
remaining faculty. 
When the members of the President's Party have arrived at their proper stations, they rise to 
honor the entrance of the candidates for degrees. Led by faculty marshals , the candidates enter 
with candidates for the highest degrees firs t. The candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, both 
the Teaching Program and the Liberal Arts Program, enter in five groups, representing each of the 
four undergraduate colleges and the School of Business . 
The banners which are carried with the candidates' procession were first used in 1977. They 
were designed by Bekka Lindstrom, at that time a sophomore majoring in Art. Ms. Lindstrom's 
explanation of the banner designs accompanies the symbols reproduced on page 36 of this pro-
gram . The banners were fashioned by Phillip Elliott, who also designed the stage setting which you 
see before you . This was first used for the Centennial Commencement in 1976. 
Students wearing gold cords are those graduating with highest honors, a distinction which 
requires a grade average of 3.75 (4.00 would be all A's). 
The academic costumes worn trace their origin to the Middle Ages when long-sleeved hooded 
gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated stone colleges. Over the centuries, much 
diversity occurred, and to bring some order, in the United States in 1894 an intercollegiate system 
of academic costume was agreed on, now adhered to by more than 760 institutions. According to 
this code, both the styling and colors of the regalia have significance . 
The design of the gown indicates the degree: the bachelor's is a simple gown with a full sleeve. 
The master's gown is much like it except for the long sleeve which hangs loose . The doctor's gown is 
fuller and more elaborate. It has velvet edging and three velvet stripes on the full sleeve. The color 
of this velvet may be black or in the color appropriate to the degree . 
Hoods, which are worn over the gowns, are similar for all degrees , although differing slightly in 
length. The candidates for the bachelor's degrees usually do not wear the hood. The hood has a 
velvet edging which indicates the area of the degree , and the inside or lining of the hood is satin in 
the colors of the college or university granting the degree . 
A partial list of the degree colors to be found on the edge of the hood or the trimming on the 
doctor's gown is as follows : 
Apricot - Nursing 
Blue, dark - Philosophy 
Blue , light - Education 
Brown - Fine Arts 
Citron - Social Science 
Copper - Economics 
Drab - Business 
Green - Medicine 
Green Sage - Physical Education 
Lemon - Library Science 
Maize - Agriculture 
Maroon - Home Economics 
West 
xxxxxx X 
Orange - Engineering 
Pink- Music 
Purple - Law 
Scarlet - Theology 
White - Arts and Letters 
Yell ow, Golden - Science 
X X X X e Banners) 
X (Under graduate Degre 
(College Banners) 
Podium 
X X 
(Gradua te D X X 
egree Ba nners) X 
() 
n 
College of 
Humanities 
a nd 
Fine Art s 
Left ....._ ________ ... Right 
School 
of 
Bus iness 
Gradua te 
College 
SO-Year 
, Alumni 
College of 
Soc ial and 
!Behaviora l Sciences 
East Stands 
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Banner Design 
1. The edu cation symbol used for the Specialist in Education and the Bachelor of Arts in Education 
degrees, as 1vell as the College of Education, represents the teacher-student communica tion. 
2. The symbol for the Ma ster's degree represents further study beyond the first four years. 
3. The four c ircles for the Bachelor of Arts degree denote four years of study. 
4. The Bachelor of Mu sic and Ma ster of Mu sic degrees are represented on a musical staff 
5. The symbol for the Ba chelorofTechnology and Doctor of Technology incorporates an industrial and 
mechanical motif 
6. The area of Business is symbolized by circles in a chain of growth and development. 
7. The design of circles in a test tube represents the Sciences. 
8. The symbol for the Fine Arts evolved from a color wheel and developed into a representation of all the 
arts and their common unity. 
9. A symbol of the human mind represents the field of Social and Behavioral Sciences. 
10. The cen tering represents the ca111p11 s and the four circles represent all campus study for the 
Bachelor of Liberal S tudies degree. 
11 . The s_v111bol for the S pecialist degree represents furth er stud_v be_vond the Master's level. 
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